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          DIVINE APPROACH TOWARDS A SOLUTION FOR GLOBAL- WARMING  
 
In this part of my elucidation towards the subject matter, I wish to at this stage, blend in our 

already achieved scientific observations accomplished in the Astral arena where our respected 

Astrophysicists & Scientists have sighted various ‘Tools’ deployed in deep space but only with 

a speculative idea; about its operator &  intentions of the operator behind such operations. I 

would hereby introduce some of the same tools to Global Public and disclose their proper-

identification & purpose; as an explicit indication of Divine Tools operated by the Divine power 

in relation to my approach for implementation of such tools towards our objective to find a 

suitable ramification to control the adverse warming confronting our planet. These tools unlike 

our conventional ones are not metal or material based but is Psyche-energy based tools which 

are contained in an enriched form of energy that God /Creator alone can develop & use. I 

have also found evidence of such applications in ancient Indian scriptures, during my 30 years 

of intensive research in this direction of spiritual wisdom. 

Brief cause of Global Warming: We are all well aware of the 

excessive Carbon-dioxide (CO2 ) gas accumulated within the 

Earth’s atmosphere /environment which is acting as a barrier to 

prevent earth’s heat-transfer into outer space. The trapped CO2  

instead causes heat  to be reflected back upon Earth; thereby 

increasing surface temperatures to undesirable limits. As 

illustrated, contaminated layers form around the surface of the 

earth within its atmospheric envelope which has become the 

matter for our concern. By itself, the dissolved CO2 and other 

such undesirable gases can not escape the earth’s gravitational pull as the excessive rate of 

augmented pollution from our green-house gases and other sources are far excessive; 

resulting occupants of the planet with the various associated problems of Global-warming. We 

need to find a solution by which we can expel the contaminated layers or the carbon/ CO2 out 

of the Earth’s healthy environment. 

Scientific Approach: Our much respected world-wide scientists have thought of various Geo-

Engineering solutions, but none remain feasible. Their suggestion to create a Solar-filter to 

reduce the Sun rays reaching our planet would amount an expenditure in $Trillions and yet it 

may not be a viable solution, instead may add further Eco-complications. Such scientific 

endeavours are rendered futile thereby exhibiting; value of our achieved human-intelligence & 

capability to be limited in such directions to combat advanced crucial objectives.  



Transcendental Approach: It is our well established habit by-nature to seek Divine 

intervention when human capability becomes limiting, as we all may have experienced in our 

lives. Perhaps, nature has brought us to this point of contemplation as a part of his creation, 

but; indeed the creator did not create the problem. We humans have misused the natural 

resources of our planet; that has resulted global-warming problem for us today.  

Most humbly I state that; with eyes closed in meditation, one could also be able to see the 

various tools which the Creator deploys for various different purposes during His Astral 

expansion & development feats. Some of the tools noticed by me with eyes shut, have also 

been observed by our respected Astrophysicists & Scientists using Radio/ Web Telescopes 

etc, such as; Black-holes, Accretion Discs (which appear as Rotating-Spindles), Worm-holes, 

Tadpoles (tadpole like appearance) and other such intriguing Psychic machines at work.  

As illustrated, Nature has indicated me the two types of tools that could be deployed to easily 

remove the accumulated undesirable gases and CO2 from our environment by using:  

(i) Rotating-spindle (accretion-disc) Technique: This has the capability to separate 

different mixed gases (molecules) by its high spin-oriented-

churning capability, leaving behind useful Oxygen/ O2 for 

us (shown in Blue). This is an extremely Precision-Tool 

which can also split electron/ proton from the nucleus of a 

tiny atom. But, this tool can only be operated by the 

Supreme Creator as it works under Psyche-energy & its 

self oriented Power & Control. 

(ii) Worm-hole Technology: Subsequently, when the Carbon molecules /CO2 i.e. 

undesirable gaseous substances (as shsown in red) are separated; another tool could be 

deployed to deliver the waste / CO2 out of our atmosphere, as shown by the grey ‘Worm-hole’ 

device using its own suction/ transfer power to dump the waste (red coloured) out of the 

Earth’s envelope. I have evidence from ancient scriptures that this technology was used about 

5000 years back, by the competent ones. This too can only be achieved spiritually. Similar 

phenomenon /operations of such privileged tools / Divine technologies have also been observed by our 

esteemed scientists; silently but meticulously working in space on a much larger magnitude, distantly 

far-away in deep space creating newer celestial-worlds but its operator remains elusive and a matter of 

mystery for our modern Scientific Approaches. Can we not try a Transcendental Approach?  

Besides being a retired Airline-pilot with matchless outstanding professional achievements & 
various elite credentials, I am also a graduate in Aeronautics and have been engaged with 
intensive research in Spiritual / Human Science for the past about 30 years. I very humbly 
state that it has been the grace of God by which I could have such perceptions & capability.  
Please let me know if the Public of India is interested to allow me proceed further with the 
implementation plan & proposals in regard to the subject matter of this article; to combat 
Global warming by Divine intervention? 
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